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Abstract 

The art of steganography is to hiding the secret information inside other 

information. There are four steganography Medias (video, audio, text and 

image) which have different containers. The digital image is one of the 

most popular kind uses in the internet. This paper a comparison among 

traditional Least Significant Bit (LSB), proposed modified LSB and 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) techniques of steganography are 

made using the MSE and Peak-SNR measures. Also the capacity 

between cover image and secret message is play effective way to achieve 

good quality, that will gives good way to choose best cover that is suitable 

to hide the specific secret message (Text), thereby achieve good result of 

MSE and PSNR. The experimental work taken different image formats 

with different size and use different size of secret message. The obtained 

results show that; the proposed modified LSB is the best in both basic 

measures MSE and PSNR, where the traditional LSB is the best in 

measure of capacity and the DWT is the best in measure of security. 

Keywords: Steganography, Digital Image, LSB, DWT, Spatial domain  

and Frequency domain. 
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1. Introduction 

In communication this day people are sharing information between them 
by using the internet communication. In this time the malicious parties try 
to eavesdropping on the confidential information [1]. The security of the 
information is increasing during to the rapid development in the techniques 
of the internet telecommunication. The research in the field of information 
hiding is increasing during to the application of copyright, protection, 
secret communication, etc. The steganography and cryptography are the 
major fields which work on the security and hiding information [2]. 
Steganography is a science to hide data which cover text, image, audio, 
video and many other [3]  . The main reason of using steganography is to 
protect the information data from the hackers [4] . In this paper a 
steganography method to hide a secret message in a cover image was 
proposed. This method is depending on embedding secret message bits 
by using two method (LSB and modified LSB) and selected best method 
between them. The DWT approach applied in the proposed work to 
compare with LSB in terms of security and quality. 

The rest of this paper is organized as: section 2 describes the related 
work, section 3, describes the proposed method. While section 4, 
illustrates the experimental results, section 5, and describes the 
conclusions. Finally the future work is in section6. 

 

 

2. Steganography 

Steganography is the art of hiding a file, message, image, or video within 
another file, message, image, or video. The word steganography 
combines the words steganos meaning "covered, concealed, or 
protected", and graphein meaning "writing". It is a way of hiding message 
or secret data into image which cannot be detected by Human Visual 
System (HVS) [5]   . The main motive of steganography is to keep the data 
safe from the notice of hackers. There are two fundamental characteristics 
which must be used in Image steganography, these are: Quality of an 
image and Security of image [4].. 
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3- Methods of Steganography 

Steganography methods can be classified mainly into categories, 

3.1 Substitution method (LSB) 

Substitution method where the secret message can be substituted by the 
redundant parts of the cover (spatial domain) [6] . The substituted of the 
least significant bit (LSB) is an example of the techniques of spatial 
domain. The idea of the LSB is to direct replacement of unused or noisy 
bits of the cover with the bits of secret message. The technique of LSB is 
the most preferred method till now used for hiding data due to its simplicity 
to implementation, which offers a higher capacity of hiding and to provide 
an easy way to obtain on a higher quality of stego-image control, but it has 
a lower response to modification for the stego-image, as low 
imperceptibility and low compression and filtering [7]. In Traditional LSB 
the bits of secret message is embedded in the first position of red, green 
and blue. So every pixel it uses to embed three bits of secret message. 
Figure (1) explains the traditional LSB in details. 

 

Figure (1): Explains the spatial operation for LSB 
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3.2 Transform method (DWT) 

The techniques of transform domain embed the secret information in the 
transform space of the frequency domain [6], where the techniques of 
transform domain to overcome the imperceptibility and robustness 
problems which found in the techniques of LSB substitution. There are 
many transformations that could be used to hiding data, and the following 
techniques of transforms were the most widely used these are; discrete 
cosine transforms (DCT), discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), discrete 
Fourier transforms (DFT) [7]. Best technique of them was DWT 
techniques. Because the wavelet coefficient separates the low and high 
frequency information in the basis of the pixel to pixel .The approach of 
DWT was used by the “Haar DWT”, where it was the simplest approach of 
the wavelet transform. Time the domain in the DWT approach was passed 
across low- pass and high- pass filters and the low and high frequency 
coefficient of wavelet which generating by using the difference values and 
amended of the two values of pixel consecutive. The Haar DWT operate 
on the result of the cover image in the formation of four sub-bands, namely 
the horizontal band (HL), approximate band (LL), diagonal band (HH), and 
the vertical band (LH) . The approximate band was contained the most 
important information of the spatial domain image but the other bands 
were contained the higher frequency information such as edge details see 
figure (2) and figure (3) [7]. 

 

 

LL 

 

HL 

 

LH 

 

HH 

 

Figure (2): Sub bands formed after applying Haar DWT [8] 
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Original Image                                              DWT representation 

Figure (3):shows the 4 sub-bands that are formed after applying 1- 
                  level Haar DWT on a 2-dimensional image [8]. 

4. Related work 

     Some of related works are listed below; 

1. Manjula1 G.R., et al.in 2015 [9], present a method to embeds a secret  
(color image) into a cover (color image). A 2-3-3 LSB insertion method  
has been used for image steganography. 
 

2. Mazumder J.A. et al., in 2014 [12],  
present a high security steganographic technique using DWT and 
optimized message dispersing method. Here has been used Haar wavelet 
transformation which decomposes the cover image into high frequency 
and low frequency information and high frequency information contains  
information about the edges, corners etc. of the image where secret 
information have been dispersed. The high frequency of RGB color 
components it uses to hide secret message.  Depending upon the length 
of the secret message this algorithm start from the last column of each 
and top to bottom of the RGB components.To measure the imperceptibility 
of the proposed steganography method we have used MSE and PSNR. 
Have been taken for these experiment four images formats: PNG, BMP, 
JPEG and TIFF have been taken and the secret message of sizes starting 
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from 2 KB to 20 KB has been inserted and evaluated their corresponding 
MSE and PSNR using standard method. Besides the analysis of MSE and 
PSNR the message insertion and the message extraction time has been 
evaluation. The experimental result shows that the MSE and Capacity are 
improved with acceptable PSNR compared to other methods. 

 

3. Gupta H. et al., in 2013 [10], offered two techniques in image  
steganography (image domain, transform domain). For image demain  
when employ LSB algorithm this lead to minimize the MSE values and  
making the PSNR values greater when the amount of bits substitution  

large. 

4. Arora S.et al., in 2013 [11] in this paper new method is applied in image  
steanography for color image by using edge detection. In this proposed  
work, the secret message (text) hide in the edge of the color image after  
detect edge of an color image by make scanning work in window of 
size 3*3.  
5. Ghasemi E. et al., in 2011 [3], offered the application of frequency 
domain (discrete Wavelet Transform) and artificial intelligent algorithm 
(Genetic Algorithm).the cover image segmentation in 4*4 blocks by using 
(DWT) and the genetic algorithm based in mapping function is applied to  
hide secret message in DWT  coefficients. After hide the secret message 
the best pixel adjustment is utilized. For high robustness frequency 
domain was applied and, Genetic Algorithm and best Pixel Adjustment 
was applied for best mapping function this lead to reduce the MSE 
between the cover-image and the stego-image. 

 

5. Proposed Work 

      In this current research work; some techniques in spatial domains and   
      transform domains will be taken in consideration; these are,see  
figure (4): 
       1. Traditional LSB 
       2. Proposed modified LSB (LSB (RGB)) 
       3. Discrete Wavelet Transform 
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Figure (4) : General block diagram for the Review Study amongTraditional 

            LSB, Proposed Modified LSB and DWT Steganography Algorithms. 

 

5.1 Spatial LSB (Proposed) 

      In spatial domain will show two techniques; Traditional LSB and 
proposed modified LSB which is termed LSB (RGB). 

    In LSB (RGB), the bits of secret message is embedded is only in blue or 
green or red part. In red LSB will take red part and convert to binary and 
show the first bit and decide: 
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To embed secret message bits: 
        If red (0) =0 Then 

       Red (1) = secret message bit 
Else  
         Red (2) = secret message bit. 
To extract secret message bits: 
If red (0) =0 then 

    Secret message= red (1), 
 Else  

       Secret message= red (2).  
Example (1), Figure (5 (a and b)), algorithm (1) explain the modified LSB 
in details.The Green LSB and Blue LSB is the same the context of action 
Red LSB. 

Example (1): Simple example of proposed modified LSB 
Suppose secret message =01100001 
Cover = 01110010, 11000101, 00110111, 00010111, 01001101,  
00110011, 00101110, 01000011. 
For embedding:                                
01110010                             01110010 
11000101                             11000001 
00110111                             00110011 
00010111                             00010011 
01001101                          01001001 
00110011                          00110111 
00101110                          00101110 
01000011                          01000011 
Stego = 01110010, 11000001, 00110011, 00010011, 01001001, 
00110111, 00101110, 01000011           
For extraction:  
01110010                             1 
11000001                             0                              
00110011                             0 
00010011                             0 
01001001                             0 
00110111                             1 
00101110                             1 
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01000011                             0 
Secret message= 01100001 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 
 

Figure (5(a, b)): LSB (RGB) embedding and extraction algorithm for                             
RED channel 

Algorithm (1): Proposed LSB (RGB) Steganography 

1- Embedding Algorithm  
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    Input: Secret Message to be embedded, Cover Image. 

    Output: Stego_image. 

Step1: Read Secret Message to be hidden and Cover image. 

Step2: Find ASCII for each character of secret message. 

Step3: Convert ASCII into binary. 

Step4: Convert the channel that is used to embed secret message into  

binary. 

Step5: Check first position from channel that is used to embed secret 
message if equal zero embed secret message bits in second 
position otherwise embed secret message bits in third position. 

Step6: End 

2- Extraction algorithm 

      Input: Stego_image. 

      Output: Secret Message 

Step1: Read stego_image 

Step2: Convert the channel that is used to embed secret message into  

binary. 

Step3: Check first position from channel that is used to extract secret 
message bits if equal zero  extract secret message bits from 
second position otherwise extract secret message bits  from third 
position. 

Step4: End 

5.2 DWT Proposed Work 

In this work, several experiments will work on the regions, LL, HL, LH, HH 
with traditional LSB use for hiding information. This work will use images 
size equal to 512*512. The result is choosing the best region in terms of 
security and the best result of MSE and P-SNR.algorithm (2) ,Figure (6), 
explain hiding with DWT. 
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Figure (6): Steganography with DWT 

 

Algorithm (2): DWT Steganography 

1- Embedding Algorithm 

     Input: Secret Message to be embedded, Cover Image. 

    Output: Stego_image. 
Step1: Read Secret Message to be hidden and Cover image. 
Step2: Find ASCII for each character of secret message. 
Step3: Convert ASCII into binary. 
Step4: Stratify 2D-HaarDWT to the cover image, and the result will be four  
             sub-bands (lowlow (ll)- high low (lh)- low high (hl) high high (hh)). 
Step5: Convert the band that is used to embed secret message into  
             binary. 
Step6: Embed the Secret message only in LL or HL or LH or HH by using  
           traditional LSB. 
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Step7: ApplyInverse Discrete Wavelet Transformation (IDWT). 
Step8: End. 
2- Extraction algorithm 
    The same sequence of steps in embedding algorithm performed with 
some changes in step 6 perform extraction process rather than embed , 
step 7 not necessary to implement, finally the process is continued until all 
secret message is  extracted entirely from the cover. 

6- Evaluation Parameters 

There are two attributes are used to measure steganography techniques, 
imperceptibility and capacity [9]. 

6.1 Imperceptibility Stego-image quality 

        To calculate the imperceptibility of steganography two metrics are 
used. This metrics indicates how similar (or different) the cover image 
compared with stego _image [12].This metrics are: PSNR (peak signal to 
noise ratio) and MSE (mean square error) are calculated for all the 
standard images. [11]. 

Mean squared Error (MSE) is one of the important measurements that 
commonly used to measure the quality and quantity of errors between the 
original image and the stego image. Small value of MSE means best result 
(good quality) for stego_image [12].     

            Eq1 

Where f (i, j) is 
the original image and f’ (i, j) is the stego-image, M and N is dimensions of 
image.  

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to calculate quality between 
original image and stego-image.[12]. 

PSNR= 10. Log ((255)2/MSE)                Eq. 2    

6.2 Payload /Hiding Capacity  

The other important type for steganography is a capacity, is a cofactor to 
achieve good quality. There is a relationship between digital cover and 
secret message depending on the capacity, if a few cover capacity and 
large capacity secret message the result is great distortion and poor 
quality, and if a large cover capacity and little capacity secret message the 
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result is little distortion and best quality. In proposed work will determine 
the number of byte for cover image and secret message and select cover 
appropriate to hide secret message. The following figure (7) explains it in 
details. 

 

Figure (7): Explains capacity calculation 
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7- Experimental Result 

In image steganography there are many methods used to hide secret data 
in image. In this paper a comparison among traditional Least Significant 
Bit (LSB), proposed modified LSB and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
techniques of steganography are made using the MSE and Peak-SNR 
measures. In the result shown in table (1) LSB (RGB) is giving best result 
in every time. In LSB (RGB) gives similar results with some varying little in 
result. The result of LSB (RGB) is depending on cover image selected and 
measure of how much red, green and blue color in the image. In the result 
shown in table (2) DWT based hiding methods all sub-bands gives similar 
results with some varying little in result. In the result shown in table (3) and 
table (4) capacity in traditional LSB provide high capacity because every 
pixel use to hide three bits of secret message ,where LSB(RGB) require 
capacity higher than traditional LSB because every pixel require to hide 
one bit of secret message (hide in red or green or blue). To solve this 
problem of capacity a larger images must be used to hide secret message. 

 Table (1) comparison between different techniques of spatial domain 
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Table( 2 )Comparison between LL, LH, HL, HH 

 

   Table (3) Capacity in traditional LSB 
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Table (4) capacity in LSB (RGB) 

 

Table (5) comparing steganography with DWT and steganography by     

 using Traditional LSB 
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8.Conclusions 

Some of conclusions are reached in this work, these are as follow; 
1. The most important factors of steganography quality are MSE and  
    PSNR; the modified LSB (RGB) score higher results than LSB  
     algorithms. Table (1) explains the results. 
2. DWT based hiding methods it have been concluded all sub-bands gives  
    similar results with some varying little in result. Table (2) explains the  
    results. 
3. The critical factor in steganography is capacity; traditional LSB has  
     higher capacity than modified LSB (RGB) that since the traditional hide  
     in all the bytes of pixel, where the modified hide in one byte for each  
     pixel. Table (3) and table (4) explains the results. 
4. By comparing steganography with DWT and steganography by using  
    traditional LSB method will note the results of the MSE and PSNR in  
    traditional LSB is higher from DWT but the security in DWT is much  
    higher than LSB. Table (5) explains the results. 

9- Future work 

1- Use modified LSB (RGB) with DWT 
2- Use some artificial intelligent algorithms with modified LSB (RGB) to  
    increase security. 
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الاخفاءمن خوارزميات  DWT مراجعة دراسة بين الطرق التقليدية والمقترحة وطريقة 

 

*ايمان طالب زغير                                      *أ. م. د سكينة حسن هاشم  

 

 المستخلص

اخفااااااع المعلومااااااف هاااااو مااااان اخفااااااع المعلومااااااف السااااارية داخااااا  معلومااااااف اخااااار  . وجاااااد اناااااوا  
مخ لفاااااة مااااان  انيااااااف افخفااااااع اهم اااااا )الفياااااديو   الااااان    الصاااااوف و الصاااااور وغيرهاااااا( . اهااااام 

ماارناااااة   مااااافافناااااوا  و افكتااااار اسااااا خداما مااااار افخفااااااع هااااار الصاااااور الر مياااااة.   ااااا ا ال حااااا  
امضاااااا  خوارزميااااااة  افا ماااااااد الاااااا  ن ااااااا    و اااااام اخ يااااااارلفااااااة  ااااااين خوارزمياااااااف افخفاااااااع المخ 

الجاااااااااااودس حساااااااااااب ماااااااااااااييا الخاصااااااااااا   حاساااااااااااب الجاااااااااااودس  اااااااااااين الصاااااااااااور  افصااااااااااالية) 
الغطاع(والصاااااور  ال ااااار  ح اااااو  الااااا  المعلومااااااف السااااارية. حسااااااب ساااااعة الغطااااااع هااااا ا يساااااااد 
الااااا  اخ ياااااار غطااااااع  و حجااااام مناساااااب لحجااااام الرساااااالة السااااارية و لااااا  ل حايااااا  جاااااودس االياااااة 

ةً غطااااااع  و حجااااام صاااااغير ماارنااااا  ااااام اسااااا خدامناااااب لل شاااااويي الااااا    اااااد يحصااااا  للصاااااورس ا و ج
صااااااور  مف الرسااااااال  الساااااارية وياااااافد  الاااااا  ساااااا ولة الكشاااااا  ماااااان   اااااا  الم اااااااجمين. اساااااا خد

ورساااااااااااا   سااااااااااارية  و اناااااااااااوا  واحجاااااااااااام مخ لفاااااااااااة. الن اااااااااااا   المس حصااااااااااالة وضاااااااااااحف ان 
اساااااااااية المحاااااااااورس الما رحاااااااااة هااااااااار ا مضااااااااا  مااااااااان حيااااااااا  الماااااااااااييا ا سLSBالطريااااااااااة

MSE,PSNR ينماااااااااا ا  . LSBخناحيةةةةةةةةةلخزنيةةةةةةةةة لخزن  نيةةةةةةةةةل هااااااااار افمضااااااااا  مااااااااان ال اليدياااااااااة

 .ناحية ا من وصعو ة الكش  من     الم اجمين هر افمض  منDWTو
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